Tab 3.2.2
Background Information
INTER-JURISDICTIONAL MOBILITY OF LAWYERS IN CANADA
FEDERATION OF LAW SOCIETIES OF CANADA NATIONAL MOBILITY
AGREEMENTS
1.

In the 1990s national and international agreements that address mobility issues in
a variety of contexts were introduced, the effect of which was to cause law
societies in Canada to begin considering the issue of lawyer mobility.

2.

In 2002 law societies across Ca nada signed the Federation of Law Societies
National Mobility Agreement (“the NMA”) to enable increased inter-provincial
and territorial mobility of Canadian lawyers. The Territorial Mobility
Agreements (“TMA” 1 and “TMA 2013”) and the Quebec Mobility Agreements
(“QMA” 2, “QMA Addendum” 3 and “QMA 2013”) were then also developed and
revised over a number of years with the result that upon implementation, 4 these
agreements enable full transfer rights for lawyers across every jurisdiction in
Canada. These agreements may be referenced at,
TAB 3.2.2.1: NMA;
TAB 3.2.2.2 TMA;
TAB 3.2.2.3: QMA;
TAB 3.2.2.4 QMA Addendum;
TAB 3.2.2.5 NMA 2013; and
TAB 3.2.2.6: TMA 2013.
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3.

The Mobility Agreements apply only to situations in which a person already a
lawyer licensee/member of a law society in one jurisdiction seeks to practise law
in or with the respect to the law of another jurisdiction. There are two
components to the NMA: transfer (permanent mobility) and temporary mobility.
(a) Transfer (Permanent Mobility)

4.

The mobility agreements have been premised on each law society accepting that
a lawyer entitled to practise in one jurisdiction is eligible to transfer to and
practise in any other signatory province or territory that has implemented the
Agreements without having to undertake any further qualification.

5.

The permanent mobility or transfer provisions of the NMA provide that,
32. A signatory governing body will require no further qualifications for a
member of another governing body to be eligible for membership than the
following:
(a) entitlement to practise law in the lawyer’s home jurisdiction;
(b) good character and fitness to be a lawyer, on the standard
ordinarily applied to applicants for membership; and
(c) any other qualifications that ordinarily apply for lawyers to be
entitled to practise law in its jurisdiction.5

6.

“Entitled to practise” is defined in the Agreements to mean “allowed, under all of
the legislation and regulation of a home jurisdiction, to engage in the practice of
law in the home jurisdiction.”

7.

At the time the original NMA and TMA were entered into 2002 and 2006,
respectively, and subsequently implemented, there had been no new law schools
approved for over 20 years. In devising the original policy report proposing
enhanced mobility the Mobility Task Force recommended that,
A lawyer who is called to the bar in a common-law province of Canada
may seek call to the bar in another common-law province in Canada if the
lawyer has graduated with a common law degree from a university in
Canada or has obtained a Certificate from the National Committee on
Accreditation (NCA).

5

This provision remains in the NMA 2013 and TMA 2013.
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8.

For all practical purposes law societies treated all Canadian common law degrees
as the same and were more interested in ensuring that individual issues such as
good character, insurance requirements, and discipline were addressed under the
“entitled to practise” requirement.

9.

At the time the NMA was entered into Ontario simply accepted that all law
schools met the requirements of accreditation. There was no formal process in
place for “accrediting” or for considering whether accreditation could be
removed.

10.

Nonetheless, the Law Society’s licensing by-law (By-Law 4) provides as
follows:
9. (1) The following are the requirements for the issuance of a Class L1
licence:
1. The applicant must have one of the following:
i. A bachelor of laws or juris doctor degree from a law
school in Canada that was, at the time the applicant
graduated from the law school, an accredited law school.
ii. A certificate of qualification issued by the National
Committee on Accreditation appointed by the Federation of
Law Societies of Canada and the Council of Law Deans.

11.

An accredited law school for Ontario is defined as “a law school in Canada that
is accredited by the Society.”

12.

This requirement would therefore come within the meaning of “any other
qualifications that ordinarily apply for lawyers to be entitled to practise law in its
jurisdiction” provided in section 32(c) of the NMA.

13.

Accordingly, if the Law Society were to deny accreditation to TWU, it would
appear that a graduate of TWU called to the bar in any other jurisdiction in
Canada would be unable under By-Law 4 to transfer to Ontario to become a
member of the Law Society of Upper Canada, unless By-Law 4 were amended to
provide an exemption from the accreditation requirement for transfer purposes.
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Temporary Mobility
14.

If the Law Society were to deny accreditation to TWU, thereby precluding
transfer under the permanent mobility provisions, this would not preclude a
TWU graduate who is a member of another jurisdiction from exercising
temporary mobility in Ontario. This is because in that case the requirements for
eligibility are that the lawyer,
(a) be entitled to practise law in a home jurisdiction;
(b) carry liability insurance that:
(i) is reasonably comparable in coverage and amount to that
required of lawyers of the host jurisdiction; and
(ii) extends to the lawyer’s practice in the host jurisdiction;
(c) have defalcation compensation coverage from a Canadian governing
body that extends to the lawyer’s practice in the host jurisdiction;
(d) not be subject to conditions of or restrictions on the lawyer’s practice
or membership in the governing body in any jurisdiction;
(e) not be the subject of criminal or disciplinary proceedings in any
jurisdiction; and
(f) have no disciplinary record in any jurisdiction.

15.

Lawyers exercising temporary mobility may provide legal services in or with
respect to the law of a reciprocating jurisdiction for up to 100 days in a calendar
year without a permit. Moreover, they do not have to advise the law society that
they are providing legal services on a temporary basis in or with respect to the
law of the jurisdiction. Regardless of the accreditation decision the Law Society
makes, graduates from TWU who are members of a reciprocating mobility
jurisdiction would be eligible to exercise temporary mobility in Ontario under
current By-Law 4.

AGREEMENT ON INTERNAL TRADE – LABOUR MOBILITY
16.

The Federal, Provincial and Territorial governments first signed the Agreement
on Internal Trade (“AIT”) in 1994 to facilitate the mobility of people,
investments and services across Canada. In 2009 First Ministers undertook an
initiative to significantly strengthen compliance with the labour mobility
provisions set out in Chapter 7 of the AIT that specify that a qualified worker in
4

one jurisdiction must have access to similar employment in other Canadian
jurisdictions. Professions are subject to Chapter 7, set out at TAB 3.2.2.7: AIT –
Chapter 7. Parties to the Agreement are governments.

17.

Chapter 7 requires that provinces and territories agree to certify 6 workers,
already certified in another Canadian jurisdiction, without any requirement for
any material additional training, experience, examinations or assessment.

18.

A regulatory authority of a party may, however, as a condition of certification,
impose requirements on a worker (other than requirements for material additional
training, experience, examinations or assessments) that are substantially the same

as those imposed as part of its normal licensing or certification process. These
could include a requirement to pay an application or processing fee, obtain
insurance or post a bond, undergo a criminal records check, provide evidence of
good character, or demonstrate knowledge of the measures applicable to the
practice of the occupation in a jurisdiction. These can be no more onerous than
those demanded of workers already certified in the receiving jurisdiction or
applying for certification for the first time within the jurisdiction. 7

19.

An additional measure imposed by a party may be challenged on the grounds that
it is inconsistent with the party’s obligations under the AIT. In addition to the
right of a party to the agreement to initiate a complaint, an individual may
request that a party commence dispute resolution proceedings on his or her
behalf. If the party refuses, an individual may initiate proceedings on his or her
own, but such individual complaints are subject to a screening process and may
not be permitted to proceed if found to be frivolous or vexatious, initiated solely
to harass the party complained about, or where there is no reasonable case of
injury or denial of benefit.

6
7

This is generic language that includes “license.”
AIT. Article706 (3).
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20.

Chapter 7 does provide for limited exceptions to the requirement to certify
without additional training or examination to achieve a “legitimate objective”
within certain defined categories. 8 The measure must not be more restrictive than
necessary to achieve the legitimate objective and not be a disguised restriction to
mobility. As well, a “mere difference between the certification requirements of a
Party related to academic credentials, education, training, experience,
examination or assessment methods and those of any other Party is not by itself,
sufficient to justify the imposition of additional education, training, experience,
examination or assessment requirements as necessary to achieve a legitimate
objective.” 9 The party seeking to impose an additional requirement must be able
to demonstrate that any such difference results in an actual material deficiency in
skill, area of knowledge or ability.

21.

The authority to create a legitimate objective can only be exercised by
governments who are parties to the AIT.

22.

Chapter 7 includes a provision requiring parties to ensure that non-governmental
bodies such as professional regulators comply with the labour mobility
provisions. This is mandatory and reflects governmental commitments to
compliance.

23.

In Ontario the applicable legislation is the Ontario Labour Mobility Act, 2009
(“OLMA”), set out at TAB 3.2.2.8: Ontario Labour Mobility Act, whose
purposes are,

8

AIT Article 711 legitimate objective means one or more of the following objectives pursued within the
territory of a Party:
(a) public security and safety;
(b) public order;
(c) protection of human, animal or plant life or health; (d) protection of the
environment;
(e) consumer protection;
(f) protection of the health, safety and well-being of workers;
(g) provision of adequate social and health services to all its geographic
regions; and
(h) programs for disadvantaged groups;
9

AIT Article 708 (2)
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(a)
to eliminate or reduce measures established or implemented by
Ontario regulatory authorities that restrict or impair the ability of an
individual to become certified in Ontario in a regulated occupation in
which the individual is certified by an out-of-province regulatory
authority; and
(b)
to support the Government of Ontario in fulfilling its obligations
under Chapter Seven of the Agreement on Internal Trade.
24.

The Act specifically provides that if the Labour Mobility Code is in conflict with
a regulatory authority’s authorizing statue or other provisions, including by-laws,
the Labour Mobility Code prevails to the extent of the conflict. 10 The Act
designates “monitors” to address enforcement of the Act with the right to do one
or more of the following:
1. Review the instruments of a legislative nature under the
regulatory authority’s authorizing statute in order to assess
their conformity with the Labour Mobility Code.
2. Request the regulatory authority to take such steps as are
within its power to make, amend or revoke an instrument of a
legislative nature under its authorizing statute so that the
instrument conforms with the Labour Mobility Code.
3. Review the certification processes and practices of the
regulatory authority in order to assess their compliance with
the Labour Mobility Code.
4. Request the regulatory authority to provide information and
reports with respect to any matter relating to compliance with
the Labour Mobility Code or any matter relating to the
administration of Chapter Seven of the Agreement on Internal
Trade.
5. Request the regulatory authority to do anything that, in the
opinion of the monitor, is necessary or advisable to implement,
or carry out the intent and purposes of, the Labour Mobility
Code or a decision of a presiding body established or convened
under the Agreement on Internal Trade.
6. If the Lieutenant Governor in Council makes an order in
council under subsection 17 (1), request the regulatory
authority to publish it in accordance with the monitor’s
directions.

10

OLMA. Section 14(1)
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25.

The Ministers responsible for regulatory authorities established by public Acts
serve as monitors responsible for ensuring that the authorities comply with the
OLMA. In the case of the Law Society the monitor is the Attorney General.

26.

If the Law Society decides that a TWU graduate called to the bar in another
Canadian jurisdiction is not to be eligible to transfer to pursuant to the By-law 4
provisions implementing the national mobility agreements, it is possible that
Chapter 7 of the AIT and the Ontario Labour Mobility Act, 2009 may be invoked
to challenge that decision.
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Territorial Mobility
Agreement

November 2011

Territorial Mobility Agreement

FEDERATION OF LAW SOCIETIES OF CANADA
November , 2011
Introduction
The purpose of this Agreement is to extend the scope of the National Mobility
Agreement in facilitating permanent mobility of lawyers between Canadian jurisdictions.
While the signatories participate in this Agreement voluntarily, they intend that only
lawyers who are members of signatories that have implemented reciprocal provisions in
their jurisdictions will be able to take advantage of the provisions of this Agreement.
The signatories recognize that
they have a duty to the Canadian public and to their members to regulate the
inter-jurisdictional practice of law so as to ensure that their members practise law
competently, ethically and with financial responsibility, including professional
liability insurance and defalcation compensation coverage, in all jurisdictions of
Canada,
differences exist in the legislation, policies and programs pertaining to the
signatories, particularly between common law and civil law jurisdictions, and
it is desirable to facilitate a nationwide regulatory regime for the interjurisdictional practice of law to promote uniform standards and procedures, while
recognizing the exclusive authority of each signatory within its own legislative
jurisdiction.
Background
In August, 2002, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada (the "Federation")
approved the report of the National Mobility Task Force (“the Task Force”) for the
implementation of full mobility rights for Canadian lawyers. This led to adoption of the
National Mobility Agreement by 10 law societies and its full implementation in nine
jurisdictions. Since that time, all Canadian law societies have also signed the Quebec
Mobility Agreement, which facilitates reciprocal mobility between Quebec and the
common law jurisdictions.
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The resolution adopted by the Federation in approving the Task Force report included
an acknowledgement that “the unique circumstances of the law societies of Yukon, the
Northwest Territories and Nunavut necessitate special considerations that could not be
undertaken within the time frame prescribed in the Task Force’s terms of reference, but
should be undertaken in the future.”
In 2005, an informal Territorial Mobility Group (“the Group”) was formed with
representatives of the Task Force, the law societies of the provinces in Western Canada
and the law societies of the territories. The Group developed a proposal respecting
territorial mobility to address the unique characteristics of the law societies of the
territories. This agreement gives effect to the Group's proposal.
The purpose of this Agreement is to allow the law societies of the territories to
participate in national mobility for lawyers to the extent possible for them, given their
unique circumstances. Specifically, the signatories agree that the territorial law
societies will participate in national mobility as reciprocating governing bodies with
respect to permanent mobility, or transfer of lawyers from one jurisdiction to another,
without a requirement that they participate in temporary mobility provisions.
The signatories to this Agreement who are not signatories to the National Mobility
Agreement do not hereby subscribe to the provisions of the National Mobility
Agreement, except as expressly stated in this Agreement.
THE SIGNATORIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
Definitions
1. In this Agreement, unless the context indicates otherwise:
“governing body” means the Law Society or Barristers’ Society in a Canadian
common law jurisdiction, and the Barreau;
“home governing body” means any or all of the governing bodies of the legal
profession in Canada of which a lawyer is a member, and “home jurisdiction”
has a corresponding meaning;
“Inter-Jurisdictional Practice Protocol” means the 1994 Inter-Jurisdictional
Practice Protocol of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, as amended
from time to time;
“lawyer” means a member of a signatory governing body;
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“liability insurance” means compulsory professional liability errors and omissions
insurance required by a governing body;
“National Mobility Agreement” or “NMA” means the 2002 National Mobility
Agreement of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, as amended from
time to time;
“permanent mobility provisions” means clauses 32 to 36, 39 and 40 of the
National Mobility Agreement;
“practice of law” has the meaning with respect to each jurisdiction that applies in
that jurisdiction;
“Registry” means the National Registry of Practising Lawyers established under
clause 17 of the National Mobility Agreement;
General
2. The signatory governing bodies will
(a) use their best efforts to obtain from the appropriate legislative or
supervisory bodies amendments to their legislation or regulations
necessary or advisable in order to implement the provisions of this
Agreement;
(b) amend their own rules, by-laws, policies and programs to the extent
they consider necessary or advisable in order to implement the
provisions of this Agreement;
(c) comply with the spirit and intent of this Agreement to facilitate mobility
of Canadian lawyers in the public interest and strive to resolve any
differences among them in that spirit and in favour of that intent; and
(d) work cooperatively to resolve all current and future differences and
ambiguities in legislation, policies and programs regarding interjurisdictional mobility.
3. Signatory governing bodies will subscribe to this Agreement and be bound by it by
means of the signature of an authorized person affixed to any copy of this
Agreement.
4. A signatory governing body will not, by reason of this Agreement alone,
(a) grant to a lawyer who is a member of another governing body greater
rights to provide legal services than are permitted to the lawyer by his
or her home governing body; or
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(b) relieve a lawyer of restrictions or limits on the lawyer’s right to practise,
except under conditions that apply to all members of the signatory
governing body.
5. Amendments made under clause 2(b) will take effect immediately on adoption with
respect to members of signatory governing bodies that have adopted reciprocal
provisions.
Permanent Mobility
6. The signatories that are signatories to the National Mobility Agreement agree to
extend the application of the permanent mobility provisions of the National Mobility
Agreement with respect to the territorial signatories to this Agreement.
7. The territorial signatories agree to adopt and be bound by the permanent mobility
provisions of the National Mobility Agreement.
8. A signatory that has adopted regulatory provisions giving effect to the permanent
mobility requirements of the National Mobility Agreement is a reciprocating
governing body for the purposes of permanent mobility under this Agreement,
whether or not the signatory has adopted or given effect to any other provisions of
the National Mobility Agreement.
Transition Provisions
9. This Agreement is a multi-lateral agreement, effective respecting the governing
bodies that are signatories, and it does not require unanimous agreement of
Canadian governing bodies.
10. Provisions governing permanent mobility in effect at the time that a governing body
becomes a signatory to this Agreement will continue in effect: until this agreement is
implemented.
Dispute Resolution
11. Signatory governing bodies adopt and agree to apply provisions in the InterJurisdictional Practice Protocol in respect of arbitration of disputes, specifically
Clause 14 and Appendix 5 of the Protocol.
Withdrawal
12. A signatory may cease to be bound by this Agreement by giving each other
signatory written notice of at least one clear calendar year.
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13. A signatory that gives notice under clause 12 will immediately notify its members in
writing of the effective date of withdrawal.
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SIGNED on the

day of

, 2011.

Law Society of British Columbia

Law Society of Alberta

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Saskatchewan

Law Society of Manitoba

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Upper Canada

Barreau du Québec

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of New Brunswick

Nova Scotia Barristers’ Society

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory
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Law Society of Prince Edward Island

Law Society of Newfoundland and
Labrador

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Yukon

Law Society of the Northwest
Territories

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Nunavut

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory
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National
Mobility Agreement
2013

Signed October 17, 2013

October, 2013
St. John’s
The purpose of this agreement is to facilitate temporary and permanent mobility of lawyers between
Canadian jurisdictions.
While the signatories participate in this agreement voluntarily, they intend that only lawyers who are
members of signatories that have implemented reciprocal provisions in their jurisdictions will be
able to take advantage of the provisions of this agreement.
The signatories recognize that
•

they have a duty to the Canadian public and to their members to regulate the interjurisdictional practice of law so as to ensure that their members practise law competently,
ethically and with financial responsibility, including professional liability insurance and
defalcation compensation coverage, in all jurisdictions of Canada,

•

while differences exist in the legislation, policies and programs pertaining to the signatories,
including those differences between common law and civil law jurisdictions in Canada,
lawyers have a professional responsibility to ensure that they are competent with respect to
any matter that they undertake, and

•

it is desirable to facilitate a nationwide regulatory regime for the inter-jurisdictional practice of
law to promote uniform standards and procedures, while recognizing the exclusive authority
of each signatory within its own legislative jurisdiction.

Most of the signatories subscribed to the Interjurisdictional Practice Protocol of 1994, in which they
agreed to certain measures to facilitate the temporary and permanent inter-jurisdictional practice of
law and the enforcement of appropriate standards on lawyers practising law in host jurisdictions.
Since December 2002, all provincial law societies, other than the Chambre des notaires du Quebec
(“Chambre”), have signed the National Mobility Agreement (“NMA”) establishing a comprehensive
mobility regime for Canadian lawyers.
In 2006 all law societies other than the Chambre, signed the Territorial Mobility Agreement. Under
that agreement, provisions were mandated for reciprocal permanent mobility between the law
societies of the territories and the provinces for five years. A further agreement made in November
2011 renewed the Territorial Mobility Agreement without a termination date.
In June 2008 Quebec enacted a “Regulation respecting the issuance of special permits of the
Barreau du Quebec” (“Barreau”), which provided, inter alia, that a member in good standing of a bar
of another Canadian province or territory could become a member of the Barreau known as a
..../3
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In March 2010 all law societies, other than the Chambre, signed the Quebec Mobility Agreement
(“QMA”). Under that agreement members of the Barreau are able to exercise mobility in the
common law jurisdictions on a reciprocal basis as CLAs.
In June 2010 the Council of the Federation approved the Mobility Defalcation Compensation
Agreement (“MDCA”) to bring more consistency, certainty and transparency to the process for
compensating the public if funds are misappropriated by lawyers exercising their mobility rights
under the NMA. Since then, all provincial law societies, other than the Barreau and the Chambre,
have signed the MDCA.
In March 2012 all law societies, including the Chambre, signed an addendum to the Quebec
Mobility Agreement extending to members of the Chambre the right to acquire CLA status in
another province.
In January 2013, the Council of the Federation of Law Societies approved a report from the
National Mobility Policy Committee. In that report, the Committee concluded and recommended
that it would be in the public interest to implement mobility to and from the Barreau on the same
terms as now apply to mobility between common law jurisdictions under the permanent mobility
provisions of the NMA. The Committee also reported that the CLA provisions of the QMA and its
Addendum should continue in place with respect to members of the Chambre, and the Chambre
was in favour of that resolution. The Committee’s report and recommendations do not affect the
current rules for temporary mobility between Quebec and other provinces and the territories.
As a result, the signatories hereby agree to adopt this new National Mobility Agreement, 2013
(“NMA 2013”), changing the original NMA to remove the distinction between members of the
Barreau and members of law societies outside of Quebec for the purposes of transfer between
governing bodies. The signatories also agree to incorporate into the NMA 2013 the provisions for
members of the Chambre to be granted status as CLAs by law societies outside of Quebec and to
rescind the QMA and its Addendum.

..../4
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THE SIGNATORIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
Definitions
1.

In this agreement, unless the context indicates otherwise:
“Barreau” means le Barreau du Québec;
“Chambre” means la Chambre des notaires du Québec;
“day” means any calendar day or part of a calendar day in which a lawyer provides legal
services;
“discipline” includes a finding by a governing body of any of the following:
(a)
professional misconduct;
(b)
incompetence;
(c)
conduct unbecoming a lawyer;
(d)
lack of physical or mental capacity to engage in the practice of law;
(e)
any other breach of a lawyer’s professional responsibilities;
“disciplinary record” includes any of the following, unless reversed on appeal or review:
(a)

any action taken by a governing body as a result of discipline;

(b)

disbarment;

(c)

a lawyer’s resignation or otherwise ceasing to be a member of a governing
body as a result of disciplinary proceedings;

(d)

restrictions or limits on a lawyer’s entitlement to practise;

(e)

any interim suspension or restriction or limits on a lawyer’s entitlement to
practise imposed pending the outcome of a disciplinary hearing.

“entitled to practise law” means allowed, under all of the legislation and regulation of a home
jurisdiction, to engage in the practice of law in the home jurisdiction;
“governing body” means the Law Society or Barristers’ Society in a Canadian common law
jurisdiction, the Barreau and the Chambre;
“home governing body” means any or all of the governing bodies of the legal profession in
Canada of which a lawyer is a member, and “home jurisdiction” has a corresponding
meaning;
“host governing body” means a governing body of the legal profession in Canada in whose
jurisdiction a lawyer practises law without being a member, and “host jurisdiction” has a
corresponding meaning;

..../5
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“Inter-Jurisdictional Practice Protocol” means the 1994 Inter-Jurisdictional Practice Protocol
of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, as amended from time to time;
“lawyer” means a member of a signatory governing body, other than the Chambre;
“liability insurance” means compulsory professional liability errors and omissions insurance
required by a governing body;
“mobility permit” means a permit issued by a host governing body on application to a lawyer
allowing the lawyer to provide legal services in the host jurisdiction on a temporary basis;
“notary” means a member of the Chambre;
“practice of law” has the meaning with respect to each jurisdiction that applies in that
jurisdiction;
“providing legal services” means engaging in the practice of law physically in a
Canadian jurisdiction or with respect to the law of a Canadian jurisdiction;
“Registry” means the National Registry of Practising Lawyers established under clause
18 of this agreement;
“resident” has the meaning respecting a province or territory that it has with respect to
Canada in the Income Tax Act (Canada).

General
2.

The signatories agree to adopt this agreement as a replacement for the National Mobility
Agreement of 2002, the Quebec Mobility Agreement of 2010 and the Addendum to the
Quebec Mobility Agreement of 2012, all of which are revoked by consent.

3.

The signatory governing bodies will
(a)
use their best efforts to obtain from the appropriate legislative or supervisory
bodies amendments to their legislation or regulations necessary or advisable
in order to implement the provisions of this agreement;
(b)

amend their own rules, by-laws, policies and programs to the extent they
consider necessary or advisable in order to implement the provisions of this
agreement;

(c)

comply with the spirit and intent of this agreement to facilitate mobility of
Canadian lawyers in the public interest and strive to resolve any differences
among them in that spirit and in favour of that intent; and

(d)

work cooperatively to resolve all current and future differences and ambiguities
in legislation, policies and programs regarding inter- jurisdictional mobility.

..../6
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4.

Signatory governing bodies will subscribe to this agreement and be bound by it
by means of the signature of an authorized person affixed to any copy of this
agreement.

5.

A signatory governing body will not, by reason of this agreement alone,
(a)
grant to a lawyer who is a member of another governing body
greater rights to provide legal services than are permitted to the
lawyer by his or her home governing body; or
(b)
relieve a lawyer of restrictions or limits on the lawyer’s right to
practise, except under conditions that apply to all members of the
signatory governing body.

6.

Amendments made under clause 3(b) will take effect immediately on adoption
with respect to members of signatory governing bodies that have adopted
reciprocal provisions.

Temporary Mobility Among Common Law Jurisdictions
7.

Clauses 8 to 32 apply to temporary mobility of lawyers of common law
jurisdictions in other common law jurisdictions.

Mobility without permit
8.

A host governing body will allow a lawyer from another jurisdiction to provide
legal services in the host jurisdiction or with respect to the law of the host
jurisdiction on a temporary basis, without a mobility permit or notice to the host
governing body, for a total of not more than 100 days in a calendar year,
provided the lawyer:
(a)
(b)

meets the criteria in clause 11; and
has not established an economic nexus with the host jurisdiction
as described in clause 17.

9.

The host governing body will have the discretion to extend the time limit for
temporary mobility under clause 8 with respect to an individual lawyer.

10.

It will be the responsibility of a lawyer to
(a)
record and verify the number of days in which he or she provides
legal services in a host jurisdiction(s) or with respect to each
jurisdiction; and
(b)
prove that he or she has complied with provisions implementing
clause 8.

..../7
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11.

To qualify to provide legal services on a temporary basis without a mobility permit or
notice to the host governing body under clause 8, a lawyer will be required to do each of
the following at all times:
(a)

be entitled to practise law in a home jurisdiction;

(b)

carry liability insurance that:

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
12.

13.

(i)

is reasonably comparable in coverage and amount to that required
of lawyers of the host jurisdiction; and

(ii)

extends to the lawyer’s practice in the host jurisdiction;

have defalcation compensation coverage from a Canadian governing body
that extends to the lawyer’s practice in the host jurisdiction;
not be subject to conditions of or restrictions on the lawyer’s practice or
membership in the governing body in any jurisdiction;
not be the subject of criminal or disciplinary proceedings in any jurisdiction;
and
have no disciplinary record in any jurisdiction.

For the purposes of clause 8:
(a)
a lawyer practising law of federal jurisdiction in a host jurisdiction will be
providing legal services in the host jurisdiction;
(b)
as an exception to subclause (a), when appearing before the following
tribunals in a host jurisdiction a lawyer will not be providing legal services in
a host jurisdiction:
(i)

the Supreme Court of Canada;

(ii)

the Federal Court of Canada;

(iii)

the Tax Court of Canada;

(iv)

a federal administrative tribunal.

A host jurisdiction will allow a lawyer to accept funds in trust on deposit, provided the
funds are deposited to a trust account:
(a)

in the lawyer’s home jurisdiction; or

(b)

operated in the host jurisdiction by a member of the host governing body.

..../8
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Mobility permit required
14.

If a lawyer does not meet the criteria in clause 11 to provide legal services in the host
jurisdiction or with respect to the law of the host jurisdiction on a temporary basis, a host
governing body will issue a mobility permit to the lawyer:
(a)

on application;

(b)

if, in the complete discretion of the host governing body, it is consistent with
the public interest to do so;

(c)

for a total of not more than 100 days in a calendar year; and

(d)

subject to any conditions and restrictions that the host governing body
considers appropriate.

Temporary mobility not allowed
15.

A host governing body will not allow a lawyer who has established an economic nexus
with the host jurisdiction to provide legal services on a temporary basis under clause 8, but
will require the lawyer to do one of the following:
(a)

cease providing legal services in the host jurisdiction forthwith;

(b)

apply for and obtain membership in the host governing body; or

(c)

apply for and obtain a mobility permit under clause 14.

16.

On application, the host governing body will have the discretion to allow a lawyer to
continue to provide legal services in the host jurisdiction or with respect to the law of the
host jurisdiction pending consideration of an application under clause 15(b) or (c).

17.

In clause 15, an economic nexus is established by actions inconsistent with temporary
mobility to the host jurisdiction, including but not limited to doing any of the following in the
host jurisdiction:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

providing legal services beyond 100 days, or longer period allowed under
clause 9;
opening an office from which legal services are offered or provided to the
public;
becoming resident;
opening or operating a trust account, or accepting trust funds, except as
permitted under clause 13.

National Registry of Practising Lawyers
18.

The signatory governing bodies will establish, maintain and operate a National Registry of
Practising Lawyers containing the names of lawyers from each signatory governing body
qualified under clause 11 to practise law interjurisdictionally without a mobility permit or
notice to the host governing body.

..../9
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19.

Each signatory governing body will take all reasonable steps to ensure that all relevant
information respecting its members is supplied to the Registry and is kept current and
accurate.

Liability Insurance and Defalcation Compensation Funds
20.

Each signatory governing body will ensure that the ongoing liability insurance in its
jurisdiction

(a)

extends to its members for the provision of legal services on a temporary basis in or
with respect to the law of host signatory jurisdictions; and
provides occurrence or claim limits of $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 annual per member
aggregate.

(b)
21.

In the event that a claim arises from a lawyer providing legal services on a temporary
basis, and the closest and most real connection to the claim is with a host jurisdiction,
the home governing body will provide at least the same scope of coverage as the
liability insurance in the host jurisdiction. For clarity, all claims and potential claims
reported under the policy will remain subject to the policy’s occurrence or claim limit of
$1,000,000 and $2,000,000 annual per member aggregate.

22.

Signatory governing bodies will notify one another in writing, as soon as practicable, of
any changes to their liability insurance policies that affect the limits of liability or scope
of coverage.

23.

Signatory governing bodies that are also signatories to the MDCA will apply or
continue to apply the provisions of the MDCA respecting defalcation compensation.
Signatory governing bodies that are not signatories to the MDCA will apply or continue
to apply the provisions of the Interjurisdictional Practice Protocol respecting defalcation
compensation, specifically clause 10 of the Protocol and Appendix 6 to the Protocol.

24.

Signatory governing bodies will notify one another in writing, as soon as practicable, of
any changes to their defalcation compensation fund programs that affect the limits of
compensation available or the criteria for payment.
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Enforcement
25.

A host governing body that has reasonable grounds to believe that a member of another
governing body has provided legal services in the host jurisdiction will be entitled to require
that lawyer to:
(a)
(b)

26.

account for and verify the number of days spent providing legal services in
the host jurisdiction; and
verify that he or she has not done anything inconsistent with the provision of
legal services on a temporary basis.

If a lawyer fails or refuses to comply with the provisions of clause 25, a host governing
body will be entitled to:
(a)
(b)

prohibit the lawyer from providing legal services in the jurisdiction for any
period of time; or
require the lawyer to apply for membership in the host jurisdiction before
providing further legal services in the jurisdiction.

27.

When providing legal services in a host jurisdiction or with respect to the law of a host
jurisdiction, all lawyers will be required to comply with the applicable legislation,
regulations, rules and standards of professional conduct of the host jurisdiction.

28.

In the event of alleged misconduct arising out of a lawyer providing legal services in a host
jurisdiction, the lawyer’s home governing body will:
(a)
assume responsibility for the conduct of disciplinary proceedings against
the lawyer unless the host and home governing bodies agree to the
contrary; and
(b)
consult with the host governing body respecting the manner in which
disciplinary proceedings will be taken against the lawyer.

29.

If a signatory governing body investigates the conduct of or takes disciplinary proceedings
against a lawyer, that lawyer’s home governing body or bodies, and each governing body
in whose jurisdiction the lawyer has provided legal services on a temporary basis will
provide all relevant information and documentation respecting the lawyer as is reasonable
in the circumstances.

30.

In determining the location of a hearing under clause 28, the primary considerations will be
the public interest, convenience and cost.

31.

A governing body that initiates disciplinary proceedings against a lawyer under clause 28
will assume full responsibility for conduct of the proceedings, including costs, subject to a
contrary agreement between governing bodies.

32.

In any proceeding of a signatory governing body, a duly certified copy of a disciplinary
decision of another governing body concerning a lawyer found guilty of misconduct will be
proof of that lawyer’s guilt.
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Permanent Mobility of Lawyers
33.

A signatory governing body will require no further qualifications for a member of another
governing body to be eligible for membership than the following:
(a)
entitlement to practise law in the lawyer’s home jurisdiction;
(b)
good character and fitness to be a lawyer, on the standard ordinarily
applied to applicants for membership; and
(c)
any other qualifications that ordinarily apply for lawyers to be entitled to
practise law in its jurisdiction.

34.

Before admitting as a member a lawyer qualified under clauses 33 to 40, a governing body
will not require the lawyer to pass a transfer examination or other examination, but may
require the lawyer to do all of the following:
(a)
provide certificates of standing from all Canadian and foreign governing
bodies of which the lawyer is or has been a member;
(b)
disclose criminal and disciplinary records in any jurisdiction;
(c)
consent to access by the governing body to the lawyer’s regulatory files of
all governing bodies of which the lawyer is a member, whether in Canada or
elsewhere; and
(d)
certify that he or she has reviewed all of the materials reasonably required
by the governing body.

35.

Members of the Barreau whose legal training was obtained outside Canada and who have
not had their credentials reviewed and accepted by the Barreau are not qualifying
members of the Barreau for the purpose of clauses 33 to 40.

Public Information
36.

A governing body will make available to the public information obtained under clause 34 in
the same manner as similar records originating in its jurisdiction.

Liability Insurance
37.

Subject to clause 40, a signatory governing body other than the Barreau will, on
application, exempt a lawyer from liability insurance requirements if the lawyer does the
following in another signatory jurisdiction:
(a)
is resident;
(b)
is a member of the governing body; and
(c)
maintains ongoing liability insurance required in that jurisdiction that
provides occurrence or claim limits of $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 annual
per member aggregate.
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38.

For the purposes of clause 37, a lawyer who is resident in Quebec and who is a member
of more than one signatory governing body other than the Barreau will be deemed
resident in one of the other jurisdictions in which the lawyer is a member, as determined
in accordance with nationally consistent criteria to be included in the insurance programs
of all signatory jurisdictions. In the event that nationally consistent criteria are not in
place, the lawyer will be deemed resident in the jurisdiction of the signatory body in which
the lawyer has been a member continuously for the longest period of time.

39.

In the event that a claim arises from a lawyer providing legal services and the closest and
most real connection to the claim is with a jurisdiction in which the lawyer has claimed an
exemption under clause 37, the insurance program of the governing body in the
jurisdiction where the lawyer is insured will provide at least the same scope of coverage
as the liability insurance in the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is exempt. For clarity, all
claims and potential claims reported under the policy will remain subject to the policy’s
occurrence or claim limit of $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 annual per member aggregate.

40.

A lawyer who is a member of the Barreau and one or more of the other signatory
governing bodies must comply with the liability insurance requirements of the Barreau
and at least one of the other signatory governing bodies of which the lawyer is a member.
Insurance coverage is to be provided as follows:
(a)
(b)

by the professional liability insurance program of the Barreau with respect
to services provided by the lawyer as a member of the Barreau;
by the professional liability insurance program of a signatory governing
body other than the Barreau with respect to services provided by the lawyer
as a member of a signatory governing body other than the Barreau.

Temporary Mobility between Quebec and Common Law Jurisdictions
41.

The Barreau will permit lawyers entitled to practise law in a home jurisdiction, on
application under regulations that apply to the Barreau, to provide legal services in
Quebec or with respect to the law of Quebec on a specific case or for a specific client for
a period of up to one year, which may be extended on application to the Barreau.

42.

A signatory governing body, other than the Barreau, will permit members of the Barreau
to provide legal services in its jurisdiction or with respect to the law of its jurisdiction on
one of the following bases:
(a)
(b)

as provided in clauses 8 to 32; or
as permitted by the Barreau in respect of the members of the signatory
governing body.
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Permanent Mobility of Quebec Notaries
43.

Signatory common law governing bodies will establish and maintain a program in order to
grant Canadian Legal Advisor (“CLA”) status to qualifying members of the Chambre.

44.

Members of the Chambre whose legal training was obtained outside Canada and who
have not had their credentials reviewed and accepted by the Chambre are not qualifying
members of the Chambre for the purpose of clauses 43 to 50.

45.

A member of the Chambre who is granted the status of CLA in any jurisdiction outside of
Quebec may, in his or her capacity as a CLA:
(a)
give legal advice and consultations on legal matters involving the law of
Quebec or involving matters under federal jurisdiction;
(b)
prepare and draw up a notice, motion, proceeding or similar document
intended for use in a case before a judicial or quasi-judicial body in a
matter under federal jurisdiction where expressly permitted by federal
statute or regulations;
(c)
give legal advice and consultations on legal matters involving public
international law; and
(d)
plead or act before a judicial or quasi-judicial body in a matter under
federal jurisdiction where expressly permitted by federal statute or
regulations.

46.

A governing body will require no further qualifications for a notary to be eligible for status
as a CLA beyond the following:
(a)
entitlement to practise the notarial profession in Quebec; and
(b)
good character and fitness to be a member of the legal profession, on the
standard ordinarily applied to applicants for membership.

47.

Before granting CLA status to a notary qualified under clauses 43 to 50, a governing
body will not require the notary to pass a transfer examination or other examination, but
may require the notary to do all of the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)

48.

provide certificates of standing from all Canadian and foreign governing
bodies of the legal profession of which the notary is or has been a
member;
disclose criminal and disciplinary records in any jurisdiction; and
consent to access by the governing body to the notary’s regulatory files of
all governing bodies of the legal profession of which the notary is a
member, whether in Canada or elsewhere.

A governing body will make available to the public information obtained under clause 47
in the same manner as similar records originating in its jurisdiction.
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49.

A governing body must require that a notary who is granted the status of a CLA continue to
maintain his or her practising membership in the Chambre.

50.

The Chambre will continue to make available to its members who are also CLAs in another
jurisdiction ongoing liability insurance with minimum occurrence or claim limits for
indemnity of $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 annual per member aggregate.

Inter-Jurisdictional Practice Protocol
51.

The signatory governing bodies agree that the Inter-Jurisdictional Practice Protocol will
continue in effect, to the extent that it is not replaced by or inconsistent with legislation,
regulation and programs adopted and implemented to give effect to this agreement.

Transition Provisions
52.

This agreement is a multi-lateral agreement, effective respecting the governing bodies that
are signatories, and it does not require unanimous agreement of Canadian governing
bodies.

53.

Provisions governing temporary and permanent mobility in effect at the time that a
governing body becomes a signatory to this agreement will continue in effect:
(a)
with respect to all Canadian lawyers until this agreement is implemented; and
(b)
with respect to members of Canadian law societies that are not signatories to
this agreement.

Withdrawal
54.

A signatory may cease to be bound by this agreement by giving each other signatory
written notice of at least one clear calendar year.

55.

A signatory that gives notice under clause 54 will:
(a)
immediately notify its members in writing of the effective date of withdrawal;
and
(b)
require that its members who provide legal services in the jurisdiction of
another signatory governing body ascertain from that governing body its
requirements for inter-provincial mobility before providing legal services in
that jurisdiction after the effective date of withdrawal.
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FEDERATION OF LAW SOCIETIES OF CANADA
April 2014
Introduction
The purpose of this Agreement is to extend the scope of the National Mobility
Agreement 2013 (“NMA 2013”) in facilitating permanent mobility of lawyers between
Canadian jurisdictions.
While the signatories participate in this Agreement voluntarily, they intend that only
lawyers who are members of signatories that have implemented reciprocal provisions in
their jurisdictions will be able to take advantage of the provisions of this Agreement.
The signatories recognize that
they have a duty to the Canadian public and to their members to regulate the
inter-jurisdictional practice of law so as to ensure that their members practise law
competently, ethically and with financial responsibility, including professional
liability insurance and defalcation compensation coverage, in all jurisdictions of
Canada,
differences exist in the legislation, policies and programs pertaining to the
signatories, including those differences between common law and civil law
jurisdictions in Canada, and lawyers have a professional responsibility to ensure
that they are competent with respect to any matter that they undertake, and
it is desirable to facilitate a nationwide regulatory regime for the interjurisdictional practice of law to promote uniform standards and procedures, while
recognizing the exclusive authority of each signatory within its own legislative
jurisdiction.
Background
In August, 2002, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada (the "Federation")
approved the report of the National Mobility Task Force (“the Task Force”) for the
implementation of full mobility rights for Canadian lawyers. This led to adoption of the
National Mobility Agreement (“NMA”) by all provincial law societies other than the
Chambre des notaires du Québec (“Chambre”).
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The resolution adopted by the Federation in approving the report of the Task Force
included an acknowledgement that “the unique circumstances of the law societies of
Yukon, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut necessitate special considerations that
could not be undertaken within the time frame prescribed in the Task Force’s terms of
reference, but should be undertaken in the future.”
In 2006 all law societies other than the Chambre signed the Territorial Mobility
Agreement (“TMA”). To recognize the unique circumstances of the territorial law
societies, the agreement provided for reciprocal permanent mobility between the law
societies of the provinces and the territories, without requiring the territorial law societies
to participate in the temporary mobility provisions of the NMA. The original term of the
TMA was five years. In 2011 the agreement was renewed without a termination date.
In March 2010, all Canadian law societies except the Chambre signed the Quebec
Mobility Agreement (“QMA”), facilitating reciprocal mobility between Quebec and the
common law jurisdictions. The mobility provisions set out in the QMA were extended to
members of the Chambre in March 2012 with the signing by all law societies of the
Addendum to the QMA.
The signatories to the NMA and the Chambre have now approved a revised agreement
that extends the permanent mobility provisions of the NMA to mobility to and from the
Barreau du Québec and incorporates the mobility provisions of the QMA and the
Addendum to the QMA applicable to the Chambre. The “NMA 2013” was executed in
October 2013.
This Agreement has been amended to ensure that references to the relevant clauses of
the NMA 2013 are accurate.
The signatories to this Agreement who are not signatories to the NMA 2013 do not
hereby subscribe to the provisions of the NMA 2013, except as expressly stated in this
Agreement.
THE SIGNATORIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
Definitions
1. In this Agreement, unless the context indicates otherwise:
“governing body” means the Law Society or Barristers’ Society in a Canadian
common law jurisdiction, and the Barreau;
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“home governing body” means any or all of the governing bodies of the legal
profession in Canada of which a lawyer is a member, and “home jurisdiction”
has a corresponding meaning;
“Inter-Jurisdictional Practice Protocol” means the 1994 Inter-Jurisdictional
Practice Protocol of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, as amended
from time to time;
“lawyer” means a member of a signatory governing body;
“liability insurance” means compulsory professional liability errors and omissions
insurance required by a governing body;
“National Mobility Agreement 2013” or “NMA 2013” means the National Mobility
Agreement 2013 of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, as amended
from time to time;
“permanent mobility provisions” means clauses 33 to 40, and 43 to 50 of the
NMA 2013;
“practice of law” has the meaning with respect to each jurisdiction that applies in
that jurisdiction;
“Registry” means the National Registry of Practising Lawyers established under
clause 18 of the NMA 2013;
General
2. The signatory governing bodies will
(a) use their best efforts to obtain from the appropriate legislative or
supervisory bodies amendments to their legislation or regulations
necessary or advisable in order to implement the provisions of this
Agreement;
(b) amend their own rules, by-laws, policies and programs to the extent
they consider necessary or advisable in order to implement the
provisions of this Agreement;
(c) comply with the spirit and intent of this Agreement to facilitate mobility
of Canadian lawyers in the public interest and strive to resolve any
differences among them in that spirit and in favour of that intent; and
(d) work cooperatively to resolve all current and future differences and
ambiguities in legislation, policies and programs regarding interjurisdictional mobility.
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3. Signatory governing bodies will subscribe to this Agreement and be bound by it by
means of the signature of an authorized person affixed to any copy of this
Agreement.
4. A signatory governing body will not, by reason of this Agreement alone,
(a) grant to a lawyer who is a member of another governing body greater
rights to provide legal services than are permitted to the lawyer by his
or her home governing body; or
(b) relieve a lawyer of restrictions or limits on the lawyer’s right to practise,
except under conditions that apply to all members of the signatory
governing body.
5. Amendments made under clause 2(b) will take effect immediately on adoption with
respect to members of signatory governing bodies that have adopted reciprocal
provisions.
Permanent Mobility
6. The signatories that are signatories to the NMA 2013 agree to extend the application
of the permanent mobility provisions of the NMA 2013 with respect to the territorial
signatories to this Agreement.
7. The territorial signatories agree to adopt and be bound by the permanent mobility
provisions of the NMA 2013.
8. A signatory that has adopted regulatory provisions giving effect to the permanent
mobility requirements of the NMA 2013 is a reciprocating governing body for the
purposes of permanent mobility under this Agreement, whether or not the signatory
has adopted or given effect to any other provisions of the National Mobility
Agreement.
Transition Provisions
9. This Agreement is a multi-lateral agreement, effective respecting the governing
bodies that are signatories, and it does not require unanimous agreement of
Canadian governing bodies.
10. Provisions governing permanent mobility in effect at the time that a governing body
becomes a signatory to this Agreement will continue in effect until this agreement is
implemented.
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Dispute Resolution
11. Signatory governing bodies adopt and agree to apply provisions in the InterJurisdictional Practice Protocol in respect of arbitration of disputes, specifically
Clause 14 and Appendix 5 of the Protocol.
Withdrawal
12. A signatory may cease to be bound by this Agreement by giving each other
signatory written notice of at least one clear calendar year.
13. A signatory that gives notice under clause 12 will immediately notify its members in
writing of the effective date of withdrawal.
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SIGNED on the

day of

, 2013.

Law Society of British Columbia

Law Society of Alberta

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Saskatchewan

Law Society of Manitoba

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Upper Canada

Barreau du Québec

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Chambre des notaires du Québec

Law Society of New Brunswick

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory
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Nova Scotia Barristers’ Society

Law Society of Prince Edward Island

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of Newfoundland and
Labrador

Law Society of Yukon

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Law Society of the Northwest
Territories

Law Society of Nunavut

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory

Per: _________________________
Authorized Signatory
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Chapter Seven
Labour Mobility
Article 700: Application of General Rules
1. Articles 404 (Legitimate Objectives) and 405 (Reconciliation) do not apply to this
Chapter.
2. For greater certainty, Articles 400 (Application), 401 (Reciprocal NonDiscrimination), 402 (Right of Entry and Exit), 403 (No Obstacles), and 406
(Transparency) apply to this Chapter.
3. For purposes of Articles 401 (Reciprocal Non-Discrimination), 402 (Right of Entry
and Exit), and 403 (No Obstacles), any reference in those Articles to Article 404
(Legitimate Objectives) shall be construed as a reference to Article 708.

Article 701: Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to eliminate or reduce measures adopted or
maintained by the Parties that restrict or impair labour mobility in Canada and, in
particular, to enable any worker certified for an occupation by a regulatory authority
of one Party to be recognized as qualified for that occupation by all other Parties.

Article 702: Scope and Coverage
1. This Chapter applies to measures adopted or maintained by a Party relating to:
(a) residency requirements for workers as a condition of access to
employment opportunities or as a condition of certification relating to a
worker’s occupation,
(b) certification requirements, other than residency requirements, for workers
in order to practice an occupation or use a particular occupational title, and
(c) occupational standards.
2. This Chapter does not cover
(a) social policy measures including, but not limited to, labour standards and
codes, minimum wages, employment insurance qualification periods and
social assistance, and
(b) Quebec’s measures pertaining to language requirements.

Article 703: Extent of Obligations
1. For the purposes of Article 102(1)(b) and (c) (Extent of Obligations), each Party
shall, through appropriate measures, ensure compliance with this Chapter by
(a) its regional, local, district and other forms of municipal government, and
(b) its other governmental bodies and by non-governmental bodies that exercise
authority delegated by law.
2. Each Party shall, through appropriate measures, seek compliance with this
Chapter by non-governmental bodies other than those that exercise authority
delegated by law.
Article 704: Relationship to Other Agreements
In the event of an inconsistency in a particular case between a provision of this
Chapter and a provision of any other agreement between two or more Parties
respecting matters covered by this Chapter, the agreement that is more conducive to
labour mobility in that particular case prevails to the extent of the inconsistency. It is
understood that any such other agreement may prevail only as between the Parties
that are party to that agreement.
Article 705: Residency Requirements
1. Subject to Article 708, no Party shall require a worker of a Party to be resident in
its territory as a condition of:
(a) eligibility for employment; or
(b) certification relating to the worker’s occupation.
2. With respect to the Federal Government, paragraph 1 (a) means that, subject to
Article 708, it shall not require a worker of a Party to be a resident of a particular
province or territory as a condition of eligibility to apply, in an external appointment or
hiring process, for appointment or hiring to a position or job in
(a) federal public service departments, departmental corporations, Crown
corporations, separate agencies and other portions of the public
administration which are listed in Schedules I to VI of the Financial
Administration Act, Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter F-10, as amended
from time to time, and
(b) other Crown corporations, as defined in the Financial Administration Act,
Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter F-10, as amended from time to time,

which are not covered under paragraph (a).

Article 706: Certification of Workers
1. Subject to paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 6 and Article 708, any worker certified for an
occupation by a regulatory authority of a Party shall, upon application, be certified for
that occupation by each other Party which regulates that occupation without any
requirement for any material additional training, experience, examinations or
assessments as part of that certification procedure.
2. Subject to paragraphs 3, 4 and Article 708, each Party shall recognize any worker
holding a jurisdictional certification bearing the Red Seal endorsement under the
Interprovincial Standards Red Seal Program as qualified to practice the occupation
identified in the certification.
3. It is understood that a regulatory authority of a Party may, as a condition of
certification for any worker referred to in paragraph 1 or 2, impose requirements on
that worker (other than requirements for material additional training, experience,
examinations or assessments), including requirements to:
(a) pay an application or processing fee;
(b) obtain insurance, malpractice coverage or similar protection;
(c) post a bond;
(d) undergo a criminal background check;
(e) provide evidence of good character;
(f) demonstrate knowledge of the measures maintained by that Party
applicable to the practice of the occupation in its territory;
(g) provide a certificate, letter or other evidence from the regulatory authority
in each territory in which they are currently certified confirming that their
certification in that territory is in good standing;
provided that:
(h) subject to paragraph (5)(c), any requirements referred to in paragraphs (a)
to (f) are the same as, or substantially similar to but no more onerous than,
those imposed by the regulatory authority on its own workers as part of the
normal certification process; and
(i) the requirement does not create a disguised restriction on labour mobility.
4. Nothing in paragraphs 1 or 2 limits the ability of a regulatory authority of a Party
to:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

refuse to certify a worker or impose terms, conditions or restrictions on
his or her ability to practice where such action is considered necessary
to protect the public interest as a result of complaints or disciplinary or
criminal proceedings in any other jurisdiction relating to the
competency, conduct or character of that worker;
impose additional training, experience, examinations or assessments
as a condition of certification where the person has not practiced the
occupation within a specified period of time;
require the worker to demonstrate proficiency in either English or
French as a condition of certification in cases where there was no
equivalent language proficiency requirement imposed upon, and
satisfied by, the worker as a condition of the worker’s certification in his
or her current certifying jurisdiction;
assess the equivalency of a practice limitation, restriction or condition
imposed on a worker in his or her current certifying jurisdiction to any
practice limitation, restriction or condition that may be applied by the
regulatory authority to a worker in its territory, and apply an equivalent
practice limitation, restriction or condition to the worker’s certification,
or, where the regulatory authority has no provision for applying an
equivalent limited, restricted or conditional certification, refuse to certify
the worker;

provided that:
(e)

(f)

any such measure is the same as, or substantially similar to but no
more onerous than, that imposed by the regulatory authority on its own
workers; and
the measure does not create a disguised restriction on labour mobility.

5. Subject to Article 708, each Party shall ensure that any measure that it adopts or
maintains relating to certification of workers of any other Party:
(a) is published on the website of the relevant regulatory authority or through
a readily accessible website of the Party;
(b) results in expeditious certification; and
(c) except for actual cost differentials, does not impose fees or other costs
that are more burdensome than those imposed on its own workers.
6. Where a worker has been certified for an occupation by a regulatory authority of a
Party, nothing in this Article prevents a regulatory authority of another Party from
permitting the worker to practice that occupation in its territory without further
certification.
Article 707: Occupational Standards

1. Each Party may adopt or maintain any occupational standard, and in doing so,
may establish the level of protection that it considers to be appropriate in the
circumstances. Parties agree, to the extent possible and where practical, to take
steps to reconcile differences in occupational standards.
2. Further to paragraph 1, each Party shall, to the extent possible and where
practical, adopt occupational standards based on common interprovincial standards,
including occupational standards developed for the Interprovincial Standards Red
Seal Program, or international standards. The Parties acknowledge their continued
commitment to the Interprovincial Standards Red Seal Program, including the use of
National Occupational Analyses, as a well-established means of establishing
common interprovincial standards for trades.
3. If occupational standards have not been established in the territory of a Party in
respect of a particular occupation but exist in the territory of any other Party, and the
Party without the standards wishes to develop such standards, it shall do so in a
manner conducive to labour mobility. A Party intending to develop such standards
shall notify the other Parties of its intent and afford them an opportunity to comment
on the development of those standards.
4. If occupational standards do not exist in the territories of any of the Parties in
respect of an occupation and a Party considers it necessary to establish
occupational standards for that occupation, the Parties agree that the process of
development of new occupational standards shall occur in a manner conducive to
labour mobility. A Party intending to develop new standards shall notify the other
Parties of its intent and afford them an opportunity to comment on the development
of those standards.
5. If a Party considers it necessary to make changes to any standards in respect of
an occupation, the Parties agree that the process for making such changes shall
occur in a manner conducive to labour mobility. A Party intending to make such
changes shall notify the other Parties and afford them an opportunity to comment on
the modification of those standards.
Article 708: Legitimate Objectives
1. Where it is established that a measure falling within the scope and coverage of
this Chapter is inconsistent with Article 401, Article 402, Article 403 or Article 705, or
paragraphs 1, 2 or 5 of Article 706, that measure is still permissible under this
Chapter where it can be demonstrated that:
(a) the purpose of the measure is to achieve a legitimate objective;
(b) the measure is not more restrictive to labour mobility than necessary to
achieve that legitimate objective; and
(c) the measure does not create a disguised restriction to labour mobility.
2. For greater certainty, for purposes of the application of paragraph 1(b) of Article

708 to paragraph 1, 2 or 5 of Article 706, a mere difference between the certification
requirements of a Party related to academic credentials, education, training,
experience, examination or assessment methods and those of any other Party is not,
by itself, sufficient to justify the imposition of additional education, training,
experience, examination or assessment requirements as necessary to achieve a
legitimate objective. In the case of a difference related to academic credentials,
education, training or experience, the Party seeking to impose an additional
requirement must be able to demonstrate that any such difference results in an
actual material deficiency in skill, area of knowledge or ability. As an example, the
imposition of a requirement for additional, education, training or experience may be
justified under paragraph (1)(b) where a Party can demonstrate that:
(a) there is a material difference between the scope of practice of the
occupation for which the worker is seeking to be certified in its territory and
the scope of practice of the occupation for which the worker has been
certified by the regulatory authority of another Party; and
(b) as a result of that difference, the worker lacks a critical skill, area of
knowledge or ability required to perform the scope of practice of the
occupation for which the worker seeks to be certified.
3. Where a Party adopts or maintains a measure under paragraph 1, it shall give
written notice to the Forum of the measure, in the form, and containing the
information, considered appropriate by the Forum. The notice shall indicate the
Party’s justification for the measure and the anticipated duration of the measure.
4. The Forum shall develop and implement a framework for the Parties to establish a
list of specific measures taken under paragraph 1 for which notice has been given to
the Forum under paragraph 3. This list will be posted by the Forum on a public
website.
Article 709: Implementation, Administration and Assessment
1. The Forum shall:
(a) promote the implementation of and ongoing adherence to this Chapter
and develop a work plan or plans related to those objectives;
(b) develop and implement the framework for the implementation of Article
707;
(c) develop the form and content required for notices under paragraph 3 of
Article 708;
(d) develop and implement the framework for the posting of measures under
paragraph 4 of Article 708; and
(e) annually produce a report on the operation of this Chapter and submit that
report to the Committee.

2. The annual report referred to in paragraph 1(e) shall include:
(a) an assessment of the effectiveness of this Chapter, including an
assessment of whether there have been any unintended adverse
consequences, together with appropriate recommendations to address
concerns identified in the assessment, including recommended amendments
to this Chapter;
(b) a list of measures for which notice has been given under paragraph 3 of
Article 708, together with a description of their respective justification and
their anticipated duration; and
(c) a summary of any disputes that have arisen between the Parties during
the year concerning the interpretation or application of this Chapter and the
results of any consultations or other dispute resolution procedures resorted to
by the Parties concerned to resolve the disputes.
3. The Forum may establish any committees that it considers necessary to assist it
in the implementation of any work plan. The committees may be composed of
representatives of the Parties and, where appropriate, of relevant regulatory
authorities, other non-governmental bodies and interest groups.
Article 710: Consultations and Dispute Resolution
Chapter Seventeen shall apply to consultations and the resolution of disputes arising
out of this Chapter.
Article 711: Definitions
1. In this Chapter:
certified means that a worker holds a certificate, licence, registration or other form
of official recognition issued by a regulatory authority of a Party which attests to the
worker being qualified and, where applicable, authorized to practice a particular
occupation or to use a particular occupational title in the territory of that Party. For
greater certainty, “certified” does not include only having work experience in a given
occupation gained within a Party where certification is not required in order to
practice that occupation;
Forum means the Forum of Labour Market Ministers;
legitimate objective means one or more of the following objectives pursued within
the territory of a Party:
(a) public security and safety;
(b) public order;
(c) protection of human, animal or plant life or health;

(d) protection of the environment;
(e) consumer protection;
(f) protection of the health, safety and well-being of workers;
(g) provision of adequate social and health services to all its geographic
regions; and
(h) programs for disadvantaged groups;
National Occupational Analysis means a document developed pursuant to the
Interprovincial Standards Red Seal Program that details tasks and subtasks
performed by workers in a trade;
non-governmental body, with or without authority delegated by law, includes
professional corporations and associations, hospitals, health units, long-term care
facilities, clinics, other health care/service organizations and authorities, professional
regulatory bodies, school authorities, universities, colleges and other educational
and training institutions, trade unions and industry associations;
non-governmental body that exercises authority delegated by law means any
non-governmental body to whom authority has been delegated by provincial or
federal statute to set or implement measures related to:
(a) the establishment of occupational standards or certification requirements;
(b) the assessment of the qualifications of workers against established
occupational standards or certification requirements; or
(c) the official recognition that an individual meets established occupational
standards or certification requirements;
occupation means a set of jobs which, with some variation, are similar in their main
tasks or duties or in the type of work performed.
occupational standard means the skills, knowledge and abilities required for an
occupation as established by a regulatory authority of a Party and against which the
qualifications of an individual in that occupation are assessed;
regulatory authority of a Party means a department, ministry or similar agency of
government of a Party or a non-governmental body that exercises authority
delegated by law;
worker means an individual, whether employed, self-employed or unemployed, who
performs or seeks to perform work for pay or profit; and
worker of a Party means a worker resident in the territory of a Party.
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PART I
INTERPRETATION
Purposes

1

1. The purposes of this Act are,
(a) to eliminate or reduce measures established or implemented by Ontario regulatory authorities that restrict or impair the
ability of an individual to become certified in Ontario in a regulated occupation in which the individual is certified by
an out-of-province regulatory authority; and
(b) to support the Government of Ontario in fulfilling its obligations under Chapter Seven of the Agreement on Internal
Trade. 2009, c. 24, s. 1.
Definitions

2. (1) In this Act,
“Agreement on Internal Trade” means the Agreement on Internal Trade signed in 1994 by the governments of Canada, the
provinces of Canada, the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory, as amended from time to time; (“Accord sur le
commerce intérieur”)
“authorizing certificate”, in relation to an occupation, means,
(a) a certificate, licence, registration, or other form of official recognition, granted by a regulatory authority to an
individual, which attests to the individual being qualified to practise the occupation and authorizes the individual to
practise the occupation, use a title or designation relating to the occupation, or both, or
(b) a certificate, licence, registration, or other form of official recognition, granted by a regulatory authority to an
individual, which attests to the individual being qualified to practise the occupation but does not authorize the practice
of the occupation or the use of a title or designation relating to the occupation, if the occupation and the regulatory
authority granting the certificate, licence, registration or other form of official recognition respecting the occupation
are prescribed for the purpose of this clause; (“certificat d’autorisation”)
“authorizing statute”, in relation to an Ontario regulatory authority, means the Act that authorizes the Ontario regulatory
authority to certify individuals in one or more occupations, as set out opposite the Ontario regulatory authority in Column 2
of Table 1; (“loi habilitante”)
“certify” means to grant an authorizing certificate for an occupation to an individual; (“accréditation”, “reconnaissance
professionnelle”, “accréditer”)
“co-ordinating Minister” means the Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities or such other member of the Executive
Council to whom responsibility for the administration of this Act may be assigned or transferred under the Executive
Council Act; (“ministre coordonnateur”)
“instrument of a legislative nature” includes but is not limited to a regulation, by-law, rule, directive, guideline or order of a
legislative nature; (“texte de nature législative”)
“municipal governmental regulatory authority” means an Ontario regulatory authority listed under the heading “Municipal
Governmental Regulatory Authorities — Public Acts” in Table 1; (“autorité de réglementation gouvernementale
municipale”)
“non-governmental regulatory authority” means an Ontario regulatory authority listed under the heading “Non-Governmental
Regulatory Authorities — Private Acts” or “Non-Governmental Regulatory Authorities — Public Acts” in Table 1;
(“autorité de réglementation non gouvernementale”)
“occupation” means a set of jobs which, with some variation, are similar in their main tasks or duties or in the type of work
performed; (“métier ou profession”)
“occupational standards”, in relation to an occupation, means the knowledge, skills and judgment that an individual must
possess in order to be certified in the occupation, as established by a body or individual that is authorized by law to
establish them, and against which a regulatory authority measures the qualifications of an individual who applies for
certification in the occupation when assessing whether the individual is qualified to practise the occupation; (“normes
professionnelles”)
“Ontario regulatory authority” means a body or individual listed in Column 3 of Table 1; (“autorité de réglementation
ontarienne”)
“out-of-province regulatory authority” means a regulatory authority that is authorized to certify individuals in an occupation
under an Act of Canada or of a province or territory of Canada that is a party to the Agreement on Internal Trade, other
than Ontario; (“autorité de réglementation extraprovinciale”)
“prescribed” means prescribed by the regulations made under this Act; (“prescrit”)
“provincial governmental regulatory authority” means an Ontario regulatory authority listed under the heading “Provincial
Governmental Regulatory Authorities — Public Acts” in Table 1; (“autorité de réglementation gouvernementale
provinciale”)
“regulated occupation” means an occupation for which an Ontario regulatory authority is authorized, under an Act set out
opposite the Ontario regulatory authority in Column 2 of Table 1, to grant a specific authorizing certificate to an
individual; (“métier ou profession réglementé”)
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“regulatory authority” means a body or individual that is authorized by law to certify individuals in an occupation. (“autorité
de réglementation”) 2009, c. 24, s. 2 (1).
Same

(2) For greater certainty, the reference in the definition of “out-of-province regulatory authority” in subsection (1) to an
Act of Canada that authorizes a regulatory authority to certify individuals in an occupation does not include the Trade-marks
Act (Canada). 2009, c. 24, s. 2 (2).
Monitor
Monitor re private Acts

3. (1) For the purposes of this Act, the monitor for a non-governmental regulatory authority whose authorizing statute is a
private Act is the individual or body prescribed as the monitor for the regulatory authority. 2009, c. 24, s. 3 (1).
Monitor re public Acts

(2) For the purposes of this Act, the monitor for a non-governmental regulatory authority whose authorizing statute is a
public Act is,
(a) if no monitor has been prescribed for the regulatory authority,
(i) the member of the Executive Council who is responsible for the administration of the public Act, or
(ii) if more than one member of the Executive Council is responsible for the administration of the public Act, the
member who is responsible for the administration of the public Act in respect of the regulatory authority; or
(b) if a monitor has been prescribed for the regulatory authority, the individual or body prescribed as the monitor. 2009,
c. 24, s. 3 (2).
Public Accountants Council

4. For the purpose of every section of this Act, other than sections 8 and 9, The Public Accountants Council for the
Province of Ontario shall be deemed to be a non-governmental regulatory authority and its authorizing statute shall be
deemed to be the Public Accounting Act, 2004. 2009, c. 24, s. 4.
Crown bound

5. This Act binds the Crown. 2009, c. 24, s. 5.
Commitment to Red Seal Program

6. Nothing in this Act restricts the Crown from taking any action that it considers advisable in order to fulfil its ongoing
commitment to the Interprovincial Standards Red Seal Program. 2009, c. 24, s. 6.
PART II
LABOUR MOBILITY CODE
Labour Mobility Code

7. This Part shall be known in English as the Labour Mobility Code and in French as Code de mobilité de la maind’oeuvre. 2009, c. 24, s. 7.
Residency
Ontario residency cannot be required

8. (1) No Ontario regulatory authority shall require that an individual reside in Ontario as a condition of being certified in
a regulated occupation, if the individual resides in another province or territory of Canada that is a party to the Agreement on
Internal Trade. 2009, c. 24, s. 8 (1).
Residency in municipality cannot be required

(2) No municipal governmental regulatory authority shall require that an individual reside in its geographic area of
jurisdiction as a condition of eligibility for employment, if the individual resides in a province or territory of Canada that is a
party to the Agreement on Internal Trade. 2009, c. 24, s. 8 (2).
When applicant is certified by out-of-province regulatory authority

9. (1) This section applies if an individual applying to an Ontario regulatory authority for certification in a regulated
occupation is already certified in the same occupation by an out-of-province regulatory authority. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (1).
Material additional training, etc., cannot be required

(2) The Ontario regulatory authority shall not require, as a condition of certifying the individual in the regulated
occupation, that the individual have, undertake, obtain or undergo any material additional training, experience, examinations
or assessments. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (2).
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Exception, certification requirements listed on website

(3) Despite subsection (2), the Ontario regulatory authority is not prohibited from imposing on the individual, as a
condition of certifying the individual in the regulated occupation, any requirement that,
(a) is listed on the website of the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities or such other publicly accessible website
as may be prescribed; and
(b) is stated on the website to be a permissible certification requirement for that regulated occupation, adopted by the
Government of Ontario under Article 708 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (3).
Other exceptions

(4) Despite subsection (2), if the conditions set out in subsection (6) are met, the Ontario regulatory authority is not
prohibited from requiring that the individual do one or both of the following as a condition of being certified in the regulated
occupation:
1. Demonstrate proficiency in English or in French if equivalent proficiency in the language was not a condition of
certification of the individual by the out-of-province regulatory authority.
2. Undertake, obtain or undergo material additional training, experience, examinations or assessments if the individual
has not practised the regulated occupation within a period of time fixed by the Ontario regulatory authority, before
submitting his or her application for certification to the Ontario regulatory authority. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (4).
Other permitted certification requirements

(5) Subsection (2) does not prohibit the Ontario regulatory authority from requiring that the individual do one or more of
the following as a condition of being certified in the regulated occupation:
1. If the conditions set out in subsection (6) are met:
i. Pay an application or processing fee.
ii. Obtain malpractice insurance or any other insurance or similar protection.
iii. Post a bond.
iv. Undergo a criminal background check.
v. Provide evidence of good character.
2. If the condition set out in paragraph 2 of subsection (6) is met, provide a certificate, letter or other evidence from every
out-of-province regulatory authority by which the individual is currently certified in the occupation, confirming that
the authorizing certificate that the regulatory authority granted to the individual for the occupation is in good standing.
3. If the conditions set out in subsection (6) are met, demonstrate knowledge of matters applicable to the practice of the
regulated occupation in Ontario, as long as this does not involve material additional training, experience, examinations
or assessments.
4. If the conditions set out in subsection (6) are met, meet any other requirement specified by the Ontario regulatory
authority that does not involve material additional training, experience, examinations or assessments. 2009, c. 24,
s. 9 (5).
Conditions for subss. (4) and (5)

(6) The conditions referred to in subsections (4) and (5) are:
1. Subject to subsection (9), the requirement imposed by the Ontario regulatory authority on applicants who are certified
by an out-of-province regulatory authority must be the same as, or substantially similar to but no more onerous than,
the requirement imposed by the Ontario regulatory authority on applicants who are not certified by an out-of-province
regulatory authority.
2. The requirement imposed by the Ontario regulatory authority must not be a disguised restriction on labour mobility.
2009, c. 24, s. 9 (6).
Permitted measures

(7) This section does not prohibit the Ontario regulatory authority from carrying out the following measures in respect of
the individual if the conditions set out in subsection (8) are met:
1. Refusing to certify the individual or imposing terms, conditions or limitations on the individual’s authorizing
certificate if, in the opinion of the Ontario regulatory authority, such action is necessary to protect the public interest as
a result of complaints, or criminal, disciplinary or other proceedings, against the individual in any jurisdiction whether
in or outside Canada, relating to the individual’s competency, conduct or character.
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2. If the authorizing certificate granted to the individual by the out-of-province regulatory authority is subject to a term,
condition or limitation,
i. imposing an equivalent term, condition or limitation on the authorizing certificate to be granted by the Ontario
regulatory authority to the individual, or
ii. refusing to certify the individual, if the Ontario regulatory authority does not impose an equivalent term,
condition or limitation on the authorizing certificate that it grants for the occupation. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (7).
Conditions for subs. (7)

(8) The conditions referred to in subsection (7) are:
1. Subject to subsection (9), the measure carried out by the Ontario regulatory authority with respect to applicants who
are certified by an out-of-province regulatory authority must be the same as, or substantially similar to but no more
onerous than, the measure carried out by the Ontario regulatory authority with respect to applicants who are not
certified by an out-of-province regulatory authority.
2. The measure carried out by the Ontario regulatory authority must not be a disguised restriction on labour mobility.
2009, c. 24, s. 9 (8).
Costs

(9) The Ontario regulatory authority shall ensure that any requirements it imposes on the individual, and any measures it
carries out with respect to the individual, in connection with the certification of the individual in the regulated occupation do
not result in the imposition on the individual of fees or other costs that are more onerous than those the Ontario regulatory
authority would impose if the individual were not certified by an out-of-province regulatory authority, unless the difference
in such fees or other costs reflects the actual cost differential to the Ontario regulatory authority. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (9).
Expeditious certification

(10) The Ontario regulatory authority shall ensure that its imposition of certification requirements on the individual under
subsections (3), (4) and (5) and its imposition of terms, conditions or limitations on the individual’s authorizing certificate
under subsection (7) do not prevent the expeditious certification of the individual. 2009, c. 24, s. 9 (10).
Transition

10. Sections 8 and 9 apply to,
(a) an application for certification made to an Ontario regulatory authority on or after the day this section comes into
force; and
(b) an application for certification made to an Ontario regulatory authority before the day this section comes into force, if
the application has not been finally decided before that day. 2009, c. 24, s. 10.
Duty to publish

11. Every Ontario regulatory authority shall publish, on a publicly accessible website maintained by the regulatory
authority, every requirement that the regulatory authority imposes, as a condition of certification in a regulated occupation,
on applicants who are already certified in the same occupation by an out-of-province regulatory authority. 2009, c. 24, s. 11.
Occupational standards

12. (1) Every Ontario regulatory authority shall, to the extent possible and where practical,
(a) ensure that the process it follows in establishing or amending occupational standards for the occupations for which it is
authorized to grant an authorizing certificate is conducive to labour mobility within Canada;
(b) take steps to reconcile differences between the occupational standards it has established for an occupation and
occupational standards in effect with respect to the same occupation in the other provinces and territories of Canada
that are parties to the Agreement on Internal Trade; and
(c) ensure that the occupational standards it establishes for each occupation for which it is authorized to grant an
authorizing certificate are consistent with such common interprovincial or international occupational standards as may
have been developed for that occupation, including occupational standards developed under the Interprovincial
Standards Red Seal Program. 2009, c. 24, s. 12 (1).
No limitation

(2) Subsection (1) does not prevent an Ontario regulatory authority from establishing such occupational standards as it
considers appropriate to protect the public, if it is authorized to do so by its authorizing statute. 2009, c. 24, s. 12 (2).
Notice of proposed occupational standards

13. If an Ontario regulatory authority wishes to establish or amend occupational standards for an occupation for which it is
authorized to grant authorizing certificates, it shall,
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(a) give notice of the proposed new or amended standards to,
(i) its monitor, if any,
(ii) the co-ordinating Minister, and
(iii) the out-of-province regulatory authorities that grant authorizing certificates in the same occupation; and
(b) afford those out-of-province regulatory authorities an opportunity to comment on the development of the new or
amended standards. 2009, c. 24, s. 13.
PART III
CONFLICTS WITH LABOUR MOBILITY CODE
Conflict

14. (1) If the Labour Mobility Code conflicts with an Ontario regulatory authority’s authorizing statute or an instrument
of a legislative nature made under that statute, the Labour Mobility Code prevails to the extent of the conflict. 2009, c. 24,
s. 14 (1).
Same

(2) This conflict provision prevails over a conflict provision in an Ontario regulatory authority’s authorizing statute, even
if the conflict provision in the authorizing statute is enacted after this Act, unless the conflict provision in the authorizing
statute refers expressly to the Labour Mobility Code. 2009, c. 24, s. 14 (2).
Regulations, etc., to conform

15. Within 12 months after the day this section comes into force or within such longer period as may be prescribed, every
non-governmental and provincial governmental regulatory authority shall take such steps as are within its power to make,
amend or revoke instruments of a legislative nature under its authorizing statute so that they conform with the Labour
Mobility Code. 2009, c. 24, s. 15.
PART IV
ENFORCEMENT

REVIEWS AND REQUESTS
Reviews and requests by monitor

16. (1) The monitor for a non-governmental regulatory authority may do one or more of the following:
1. Review the instruments of a legislative nature under the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute in order to assess
their conformity with the Labour Mobility Code.
2. Request the regulatory authority to take such steps as are within its power to make, amend or revoke an instrument of a
legislative nature under its authorizing statute so that the instrument conforms with the Labour Mobility Code.
3. Review the certification processes and practices of the regulatory authority in order to assess their compliance with the
Labour Mobility Code.
4. Request the regulatory authority to provide information and reports with respect to any matter relating to compliance
with the Labour Mobility Code or any matter relating to the administration of Chapter Seven of the Agreement on
Internal Trade.
5. Request the regulatory authority to do anything that, in the opinion of the monitor, is necessary or advisable to
implement, or carry out the intent and purposes of, the Labour Mobility Code or a decision of a presiding body
established or convened under the Agreement on Internal Trade.
6. If the Lieutenant Governor in Council makes an order in council under subsection 17 (1), request the regulatory
authority to publish it in accordance with the monitor’s directions. 2009, c. 24, s. 16 (1).
Duty to comply

(2) If the monitor requests the regulatory authority to do anything under subsection (1), the regulatory authority shall
comply with the request within such time and in such manner as the monitor may specify. 2009, c. 24, s. 16 (2).

AMENDING, ETC., ONTARIO REGULATORY AUTHORITY’S INSTRUMENTS
Power of L.G. in C. to make, amend or revoke instruments

17. (1) If the monitor for a non-governmental regulatory authority makes a request under paragraph 2 of subsection 16 (1)
and the regulatory authority does not comply with the request within the time and in the manner specified by the monitor, the
Lieutenant Governor in Council may make, amend or revoke the instrument in question for the purpose of ensuring that it
conforms with the Labour Mobility Code,
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(a) by regulation under the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute, if the authorizing statute is a public Act and the
instrument in question is required to be published on the e-Laws website because of the application of Part III of the
Legislation Act, 2006;
(b) by order in council under the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute, if the authorizing statute is a public Act and the
instrument in question is not required to be published on the e-Laws website because of the non-application of Part III
of the Legislation Act, 2006; or
(c) by order in council under this Act, if the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute is a private Act. 2009, c. 24,
s. 17 (1).
Subject matter

(2) A regulation or an order in council under subsection (1) may be made with respect to any matter in respect of which
the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute authorizes the instrument in question to be made. 2009, c. 24, s. 17 (2).
Authority to override

(3) In addition to the authority set out in subsection (2), a regulation or an order in council under subsection (1) may,
(a) prescribe provisions to operate in place of a provision of the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute or of any other
instrument of a legislative nature made under that statute; and
(b) may state that it applies despite a provision of the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute or of any other instrument
of a legislative nature made under that statute. 2009, c. 24, s. 17 (3).
Conflict

(4) If a provision of a regulation or of an order in council made by the Lieutenant Governor in Council under subsection
(1) conflicts with a provision of the regulatory authority’s authorizing statute or of any other instrument of a legislative nature
made under that statute, the provision of the regulation or order in council made by the Lieutenant Governor in Council under
subsection (1) prevails to the extent of the conflict. 2009, c. 24, s. 17 (4).
Legislation Act, 2006

(5) Part III (Regulations) of the Legislation Act, 2006 does not apply to an order in council made under subsection (1).
2009, c. 24, s. 17 (5).

ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES
Order to pay administrative penalty

18. (1) If the monitor for a non-governmental regulatory authority believes that the regulatory authority has contravened
subsection 16 (2), the monitor may serve an order on the regulatory authority ordering it to pay an administrative penalty in
accordance with the regulations made under this Act. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (1).
Purpose of administrative penalty

(2) An administrative penalty may be ordered under subsection (1) to encourage compliance with a request made under
subsection 16 (1). 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (2).
Content of order

(3) An order under subsection (1) shall,
(a) describe the regulatory authority’s contravention;
(b) specify the amount of the administrative penalty that the monitor is ordering the regulatory authority to pay, specify
that it must be paid to the Minister of Finance, and specify the time within which and the manner in which it must be
paid; and
(c) state that the regulatory authority may apply in accordance with subsection (8) for a review of the order by the coordinating Minister or his or her designate. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (3).
Notice of intent to issue order

(4) A monitor shall not serve an order on a regulatory authority under subsection (1) unless, before doing so, he or she
serves notice on the regulatory authority of the intent to issue the order and gives the regulatory authority an opportunity to
make written submissions with respect to the proposed order in accordance with subsection (7). 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (4).
One-year limitation

(5) A notice of intent shall not be served under subsection (4) more than one year after the regulatory authority’s alleged
contravention first came to the knowledge of the monitor. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (5).
Content of notice of intent

(6) A notice of intent under subsection (4) shall,
(a) describe the regulatory authority’s alleged contravention;
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(b) state that the regulatory authority may make written submissions to the monitor in accordance with subsection (7).
2009, c. 24, s. 18 (6).
Written submissions

(7) A regulatory authority that is served with a notice of intent under subsection (4) may make written submissions to the
monitor to explain any matter set out in the notice of intent, within 30 days after the day the notice of intent was served on the
regulatory authority or within such longer period as may be specified in the notice of intent. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (7).
Application for review

(8) An application for review of an order to pay an administrative penalty must be in a form approved by the monitor and
must be served on the co-ordinating Minister,
(a) within 15 days after the day the order was served on the regulatory authority; or
(b) if the co-ordinating Minister or his or her designate considers it appropriate in the circumstances to extend the time for
applying, within such longer period as the co-ordinating Minister or his or her designate specifies. 2009, c. 24,
s. 18 (8).
If no review requested

(9) If a regulatory authority that has been served with an order to pay an administrative penalty does not apply for a review
in accordance with subsection (8), the regulatory authority shall pay the administrative penalty specified in the order to the
Minister of Finance within the time and in the manner specified in the order. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (9).
If review requested

(10) If a regulatory authority that has been served with an order to pay an administrative penalty applies for a review in
accordance with subsection (8), the co-ordinating Minister or his or her designate shall conduct the review in accordance with
the regulations made under this Act. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (10).
Decision

(11) Upon a review, the person conducting the review may,
(a) find that the regulatory authority did not contravene subsection 16 (2) and rescind the order;
(b) find that the regulatory authority did contravene subsection 16 (2) and affirm the order; or
(c) find that although the regulatory authority did contravene subsection 16 (2), the amount of the administrative penalty
specified in the order is excessive in the circumstances or is, by its magnitude, punitive in nature having regard to all
the circumstances, and amend the order by reducing the amount of the penalty. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (11).
Decision final

(12) A decision under subsection (11) is final. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (12).
Payment after review

(13) If the person conducting the review finds that the regulatory authority did contravene subsection 16 (2), the regulatory
authority shall pay the administrative penalty specified in the decision to the Minister of Finance within the time and in the
manner specified in the decision. 2009, c. 24, s. 18 (13).
Other means not a bar

(14) An order may be served under subsection (1) and a decision may be made under clause (11) (b) or (c) even though a
payment order has been or may be issued to the regulatory authority under section 21 with respect to the same contravention.
2009, c. 24, s. 18 (14).
Enforcement of administrative penalty

19. (1) If a regulatory authority that is required to pay an administrative penalty under subsection 18 (9) or (13) fails to
pay it within the time specified in the order of the monitor or in the decision of the person who conducted the review, as the
case may be, the order or the decision, as the case may be, may be filed with a local registrar of the Superior Court of Justice
and may be enforced as if it were an order of the court. 2009, c. 24, s. 19 (1).
Interest

(2) Section 129 of the Courts of Justice Act applies in respect of an order or decision filed with the Superior Court of
Justice under subsection (1), and the date on which the order or decision is filed under subsection (1) shall be deemed to be
the date of the order that is referred to in section 129 of the Courts of Justice Act. 2009, c. 24, s. 19 (2).
Debt to Crown

20. If a regulatory authority that is required to pay an administrative penalty under subsection 18 (9) or (13) fails to pay it
within the time specified in the order of the monitor or in the decision of the person who conducted the review, as the case
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may be, the unpaid amount of the administrative penalty is a debt due to the Crown in right of Ontario and may be recovered
by any remedy or procedure available to the Crown by law. 2009, c. 24, s. 20.

RECOVERY OF AMOUNTS PAID UNDER AGREEMENT ON INTERNAL TRADE
Right of recovery by Crown

21. (1) If the Crown in right of Ontario is ordered to pay a penalty or tariff costs under a final order made by a presiding
body established or convened under the Agreement on Internal Trade, and the order is wholly or partially the result of noncompliance by a municipal governmental regulatory authority with the Labour Mobility Code, non-compliance by a nongovernmental regulatory authority with the Labour Mobility Code and with subsection 16 (2), or non-compliance by a
College, as defined in the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, with any of sections 22.15 to 22.23 of Schedule 2 to that
Act and with subsection 5 (2) of that Act, the Crown has the right to recover from the regulatory authority or the College, as
the case may be, the amount paid by the Crown under the presiding body’s final order. 2009, c. 24, s. 21 (1).
Payment order

(2) Where the Crown in right of Ontario has a right of recovery against a regulatory authority or a College under
subsection (1), the co-ordinating Minister may issue a payment order to the regulatory authority or the College, as the case
may be, ordering it to pay to the Minister of Finance all or part of the amount referred to in subsection (1) paid by the Crown
under the presiding body’s final order. 2009, c. 24, s. 21 (2).
Content of payment order

(3) A payment order issued by the co-ordinating Minister under subsection (2) shall,
(a) set out the amount paid by the Crown in right of Ontario under the presiding body’s final order;
(b) describe the non-compliance of the regulatory authority or the College that resulted in the presiding body’s final order;
(c) specify the amount that the co-ordinating Minister is ordering the regulatory authority or the College to pay, specify
that it must be paid to the Minister of Finance, and specify the time within which and the manner in which it must be
paid; and
(d) state that the regulatory authority or the College may appeal the payment order to the Superior Court of Justice on a
question of law or fact or both, in accordance with the rules of court. 2009, c. 24, s. 21 (3).
Other means not a bar

(4) A payment order may be issued under subsection (2) to a non-governmental regulatory authority even though an order
to pay an administrative penalty has been or may be served on the regulatory authority under subsection 18 (1), and even
though a decision has been or may be made under clause 18 (11) (b) or (c), with respect to the same contravention. 2009,
c. 24, s. 21 (4).
If no appeal brought

(5) If a regulatory authority or College to which a payment order is issued under subsection (2) does not appeal the
payment order to the Superior Court of Justice in accordance with the rules of court, the regulatory authority or the College,
as the case may be, shall pay the amount specified in the payment order to the Minister of Finance within the time and in the
manner specified in the payment order. 2009, c. 24, s. 21 (5).
Appeal to court

22. (1) A regulatory authority or College to which a payment order is issued under section 21 may appeal the payment
order to the Superior Court of Justice on a question of law or fact or both, in accordance with the rules of court. 2009, c. 24,
s. 22 (1).
Co-ordinating Minister is party

(2) The co-ordinating Minister is a party to every appeal under this section. 2009, c. 24, s. 22 (2).
Powers of court

(3) On an appeal under this section, the court may affirm, rescind or alter the payment order appealed from and may
exercise all powers of the co-ordinating Minister under section 21 and may direct the co-ordinating Minister to take any
action which the co-ordinating Minister may take under section 21 and as the court considers proper, and for such purposes
the court may substitute its opinion for that of the co-ordinating Minister or the court may refer the matter back to the coordinating Minister for reconsideration, in whole or in part, in accordance with such directions as the court considers proper.
2009, c. 24, s. 22 (3).
Enforcement of payment order

23. (1) If a regulatory authority or College fails to pay the amount specified in a payment order as required by subsection
21 (5), the payment order may be filed with a local registrar of the Superior Court of Justice and may be enforced as if it were
an order of the court. 2009, c. 24, s. 23 (1).
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Interest

(2) Section 129 of the Courts of Justice Act applies in respect of a payment order filed with the Superior Court of Justice
under subsection (1), and the date on which the payment order is filed under subsection (1) shall be deemed to be the date of
the order that is referred to in section 129 of the Courts of Justice Act. 2009, c. 24, s. 23 (2).
Debt to Crown

24. If a regulatory authority or College fails to pay the amount specified in a payment order as required by subsection 21
(5), or fails to pay the amount specified by the court within the time specified by the court on an appeal under section 22, the
unpaid amount is a debt due to the Crown in right of Ontario and may be recovered by any remedy or procedure available to
the Crown by law. 2009, c. 24, s. 24.
PART V
REGULATIONS
Regulations made by L.G. in C.

25. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations,
(a) prescribing an individual or body as the monitor for a non-governmental regulatory authority for the purposes of this
Act;
(b) governing the administrative penalties that may be ordered under this Act and all matters necessary and incidental to
the administration of a system of administrative penalties under this Act, including,
(i) prescribing the amount of an administrative penalty or providing for the determination of the amount of an
administrative penalty by prescribing the method of calculating the amount and the criteria to be considered in
determining the amount,
(ii) providing for different amounts to be paid, or different calculations or criteria to be used, depending on the
circumstances that gave rise to the administrative penalty or the time at which the penalty is paid,
(iii) providing for the payment of lump sum amounts and daily amounts and prescribing the circumstances in which
each type of amount may be required,
(iv) prescribing the maximum amount of an administrative penalty, whether a lump sum amount or daily amount and,
in the case of a daily amount, prescribing the maximum number of days for which the daily amount may be
required,
(v) prescribing additional information that must be included in an order for payment of an administrative penalty or a
notice of intent to issue the order, and
(vi) governing the review by the co-ordinating Minister or his or her designate of an order for payment of an
administrative penalty;
(c) defining, for the purposes of this Act and the regulations, any word or expression that is used but not defined in this
Act;
(d) prescribing anything that is referred to in this Act as prescribed or that is required or permitted to be done in
accordance with, or as provided in, the regulations made under this Act and for which a specific power is not otherwise
provided in this Act. 2009, c. 24, s. 25.
Regulations made by co-ordinating Minister

26. The co-ordinating Minister may make regulations,
(a) for the purpose of clause (b) of the definition of “authorizing certificate” in subsection 2 (1), prescribing one or more
occupations and, for each occupation, prescribing one or more regulatory authorities that grant individuals a certificate,
licence, registration or other form of official recognition that attests to the individual being qualified to practise the
occupation but does not authorize the practice of the occupation or the use of a title or designation relating to the
occupation;
(b) prescribing a different publicly accessible website for the purpose of clause 9 (3) (a);
(c) amending Table 1 in any way, including,
(i) adding a statute to, removing a statute from, or changing the title of a statute in Column 2, and
(ii) adding a regulatory authority to, removing a regulatory authority from, or changing the name of a regulatory
authority in Column 3;
(d) providing for any transitional matters that arise out of any amendment of Table 1. 2009, c. 24, s. 26.
Regulations made by monitors
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27. Subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, the monitor for an Ontario regulatory authority may
make a regulation prescribing a longer period for the Ontario regulatory authority for the purpose of section 15. 2009, c. 24,
s. 27.
PART VI (OMITTED)

28., 29. OMITTED (AMENDS, REPEALS OR REVOKES OTHER LEGISLATION). 2009, c. 24, ss. 28, 29.
30., 31. OMITTED (PROVIDES FOR AMENDMENTS TO THIS ACT). 2009, c. 24, ss. 30, 31.
32.-35. OMITTED (AMENDS, REPEALS OR REVOKES OTHER LEGISLATION). 2009, c. 24, ss. 32-35.
PART VII (OMITTED)

36. OMITTED (PROVIDES FOR COMING INTO FORCE OF PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT). 2009, c. 24, s. 36.
37. OMITTED (ENACTS SHORT TITLE OF THIS ACT). 2009, c. 24, s. 37.
TABLE 1
NON-GOVERNMENTAL REGULATORY AUTHORITIES — PRIVATE ACTS
Column 1
Item
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Column 2
Authorizing Statute
Association of Architectural Technologists of
Ontario Act, 1996
Association of the Chemical Profession of Ontario
Act, 1984
Association of Municipal Clerks and Treasurers of
Ontario Act, 1985
Association of Ontario Road Superintendents Act,
1996
Association of Registered Graphic Designers of
Ontario Act, 1996
Association of Registered Interior Designers of
Ontario Act, 1984
Association of Translators and Interpreters of
Ontario Act, 1989
REPEALED: 2009, c. 24, s. 31 (3).
Chartered Industrial Designers Act, 1984
Chartered Institute of Marketing Management of
Ontario Act, 1988
The Chartered Secretaries of Ontario Act, 1958
REPEALED: 2013, c. 6, s. 75 (1).
Institute of Management Consultants of Ontario
Act, 1983
Institute of Municipal Assessors Act, 1987
Municipal Law Enforcement Officers’ Association
(Ontario) Inc. Act, 1997
Ontario Association of Certified Engineering
Technicians and Technologists Act, 1998
Ontario Association of Home Inspectors Act, 1994
Ontario Association of Landscape Architects Act,
1984
Ontario Association of Property Standards Officers
Act, 1992
Ontario Association of Veterinary Technicians Act,
1993
Ontario Building Officials Association Act, 1992
Ontario Home Economics Association Act, 1989
Ontario Institute of the Purchasing Management
Association of Canada Inc. Act, 1987
Ontario Professional Planners Institute Act, 1994
The Ontario Registered Music Teachers’
Association Act, 1946
REPEALED: 2009, c. 24, s. 31 (4).
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Column 3
Ontario Regulatory Authority
Association of Architectural Technologists of Ontario
Association of the Chemical Profession of Ontario
Association of Municipal Clerks and Treasurers of Ontario
Association of Ontario Road Supervisors
The Association of Registered Graphic Designers of Ontario
The Association of Registered Interior Designers of Ontario
Association of Translators and Interpreters of Ontario

Association of Chartered Industrial Designers of Ontario
The Chartered Institute of Marketing Management of
Ontario
The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators in
Ontario
Institute of Certified Management Consultants of Ontario
Institute of Municipal Assessors
Municipal Law Enforcement Officers’ Association
(Ontario) Inc.
Ontario Association of Certified Engineering Technicians
and Technologists
Ontario Association of Home Inspectors
The Ontario Association of Landscape Architects
Ontario Association of Property Standards Officers
Ontario Association of Veterinary Technicians
Ontario Building Officials Association
Ontario Home Economics Association
Ontario Institute of the Purchasing Management Association
of Canada Inc.
Ontario Professional Planners Institute
The Ontario Registered Music Teachers’ Association

NON-GOVERNMENTAL REGULATORY AUTHORITIES — PUBLIC ACTS
27.
27.1
27.2
28.
28.1
29.

Architects Act
Certified General Accountants Act, 2009
Certified Management Accountants Act, 2009
Chartered Accountants Act, 2009
Commodity Futures Act
Drugless Practitioners Act

Ontario Association of Architects
The Certified General Accountants Association of Ontario
Certified Management Accountants of Ontario
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario
Ontario Securities Commission
The Board of Directors of Drugless Therapy

Note: On the day the Statutes of Ontario, 2007, chapter 10, Schedule P, subsection 14 (1) comes into force, item 29 is repealed. See: 2009, c. 24,
s. 30 (1).

30.
31.

Early Childhood Educators Act, 2007
Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002

College of Early Childhood Educators
Registrar appointed by the deputy minister to the Minister
responsible for the administration of the Act

Note: On the later of the day section 3 of the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002 comes into force and the day subsection 50 (2) of
the Delegated Administrative Authorities Act, 2012 comes into force, item 31 is repealed and the following substituted:

31.

Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002

Registrar appointed by the deputy minister to the Minister
responsible for the administration of the authorizing statute,
or by the delegated administrative authority prescribed
under clause 4 (1) (b) of the Delegated Administrative
Authorities Act, 2012 in relation to the authorizing statute

See: 2012, c. 8, Sched. 11, ss. 50 (1), 54 (4).

31.1
32.
32.1

39.2
40.

Insurance Act
Law Society Act
Mortgage Brokerages, Lenders and Administrators
Act, 2006
Ontario College of Teachers Act, 1996
Ontario College of Trades and Apprenticeship Act,
2009
Professional Engineers Act
Professional Foresters Act, 2000
Professional Geoscientists Act, 2000
Public Accounting Act, 2004
Public Accounting Act, 2004
Public Accounting Act, 2004
Registered Insurance Brokers Act
Registered Human Resources Professionals Act,
2013
Securities Act
Social Work and Social Service Work Act, 1998

41.
42.

Surveyors Act
Veterinarians Act

33.
33.1
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
39.1
39.0.1

Financial Services Commission of Ontario
The Law Society of Upper Canada
Financial Services Commission of Ontario
Ontario College of Teachers
Ontario College of Trades
Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario
Ontario Professional Foresters Association
Association of Professional Geoscientists of Ontario
The Certified General Accountants Association of Ontario
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario
Certified Management Accountants of Ontario
Registered Insurance Brokers of Ontario
Human Resources Professionals Association
Ontario Securities Commission
Ontario College of Social Workers and Social Service
Workers
Association of Ontario Land Surveyors
College of Veterinarians of Ontario

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTAL REGULATORY AUTHORITIES — PUBLIC ACTS
43.
44.

City of Toronto Act, 2006
Municipal Act, 2001

City of Toronto (the municipal corporation)
Each municipality, as defined in the authorizing statute (the
municipal corporation), other than the City of Toronto

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTAL REGULATORY AUTHORITIES — PUBLIC ACTS
45.

Ambulance Act

46.
47.

REVOKED: O. Reg. 129/13, s. 1 (2).
Building Code Act, 1992

48.

Crown Forest Sustainability Act, 1994

49.
50.

Education Act
Electricity Act, 1998, Part VIII

Director of the Emergency Health Services Branch of the
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Director, as defined in subsection 1 (1) of the authorizing
statute
Minister responsible for the administration of the
authorizing statute
Minister of Education
The administrative authority designated under subsection 3
(2) of the Safety and Consumer Statutes Administration Act,
1996 or, if there is no designated administrative authority,
the Minister responsible for the administration of the
authorizing statute

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor, item 50 is repealed and the following substituted:

50.

Electricity Act, 1998, Part VIII

Electrical Safety Authority
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See: 2012, c. 8, Sched. 11, ss. 50 (2), 54 (1).

51.

Environmental Protection Act

52.

Motor Vehicle Dealers Act, 2002

Director, as defined in subsection 1 (2) of the authorizing
statute
The administrative authority designated under subsection 3
(2) of the Safety and Consumer Statutes Administration Act,
1996 or, if there is no designated administrative authority,
the Minister responsible for the administration of the
authorizing statute

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor, item 52 is repealed and the following substituted:

52.

Motor Vehicle Dealers Act, 2002

The delegated administrative authority prescribed under
clause 4 (1) (b) of the Delegated Administrative Authorities
Act, 2012 in relation to the authorizing statute or, if there is
no administrative authority, the Minister responsible for the
administration of the authorizing statute

See: 2012, c. 8, Sched. 11, ss. 50 (2), 54 (1).

53.
54.
55.

Nutrient Management Act, 2002
Ontario Heritage Act
Ontario Water Resources Act

56.

Pesticides Act

56.1

Private Security and Investigative Services Act,
2005
Real Estate and Business Brokers Act, 2002

57.

Director, as defined in section 2 of the authorizing statute
Minister of Culture
Director, as defined in subsection 1 (1) of the authorizing
statute
Director, as defined in subsection 1 (2) of the authorizing
statute
Registrar, as defined in section 1 of the authorizing statute
The administrative authority designated under subsection 3
(2) of the Safety and Consumer Statutes Administration Act,
1996 or, if there is no designated administrative authority,
the Minister responsible for the administration of the
authorizing statute

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor, item 57 is repealed and the following substituted:

57.

Real Estate and Business Brokers Act, 2002

The delegated administrative authority prescribed under
clause 4 (1) (b) of the Delegated Administrative Authorities
Act, 2012 in relation to the authorizing statute or, if there is
no administrative authority, the Minister responsible for the
administration of the authorizing statute

See: 2012, c. 8, Sched. 11, ss. 50 (2), 54 (1).

58.

Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002

59.

Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000

Director, within the meaning of subsection 2 (2) of the
authorizing statute
The administrative authority designated under subsection 3
(2) of the Safety and Consumer Statutes Administration Act,
1996 or, if there is no designated administrative authority,
the Minister responsible for the administration of the
authorizing statute

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor, item 59 is repealed and the following substituted:

59.

Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000

Technical Standards and Safety Authority

See: 2012, c. 8, Sched. 11, ss. 50 (2), 54 (1).

60.

REVOKED: O. Reg. 129/13, s. 1 (2).

2009, c. 24, Table 1; 2009, c. 24, ss. 30 (2, 3), 31; O. Reg. 333/11, ss. 1, 2; O. Reg. 129/13, s. 1; 2013, c. 6, s. 75.
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